kundalini yoga:
WORKING ON THE METABOLISM
Taught by Yogi Bhajan on February 5, 1986
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Fruits are energizing and cleansing. They are used for their capacity to accumulate and store pranic energy for healing. The
months of February and March are the period between the
end of winter and the beginning of spring. During this time, it
is good to eat “p” fruits (pear, peach, plum, papaya, pineapple,
pomegranate, apricot, persimmon) and avoid eating other
foods in the evening. According to yogic tradition, eating this
way and doing this set every day will give you a good sumQIV ERH KSSH LIEPXL°HIWTMXI ]SYV EKI ]SYV HI½GMIRGMIW
and all the wrongs you have done in the past.
You will need a “p” fruit for this set.
 7MXXMRK MR )EW] 4SWI1 begin moving the arms as if you are
W[MQQMRK XLIGVE[PWXSOI 1SZIZMKSVSYWP]JSVõQMRYXIW
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ERHLERHWEVISJJXLIKVSYRHEXXLIWEQIXMQI'SRXMRYIJSV
1/2 minutes.
 'SQIMRXS)EW]4SWIERHVITIEXXLIW[MQQMRKQSXMSRSJ
exercise one for 1 minute.
 0MIHS[RSR]SYVFEGOERHHS'EX7XVIXGLXSXLIPIJXERH
VMKLX 'VSWWXLIVMKLXORIISZIVXLIFSH]OIITMRKXLIWLSYPHIVW
on the ground, then switch sides.) Move smoothly and continuously. Continue for 1 minute.
'SQIMRXS&S[4SWI 0MISR]SYVWXSQEGLFIRH]SYVORIIW
KVEWT]SYVEROPIW ERHPMJX]SYVPIKW XSVWS ERHLIEHYTSJJXLI
KVSYRH  )\XIRH ]SYV XSRKYI SYX 6SGO SR ]SYV WXSQEGL EW
]SYWXVSRKP]MRLEPIFEGOERHI\LEPIJSV[EVHXLVSYKLERSTIR
QSYXL'SRXMRYIJSVQMRYXIW

2. Come up onto all fours, supporting yourself on your feet and
LERHW1EOIXLIFSH]NYQTTYWLMRKSJJWSXLEXFSXL]SYVJIIX
1 A comfortable, cross-legged, sitting position; Sukhasan
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;LIR]SYVQIXEFSPMWQWXEVXWKSS½RKEVSYRH
things go bad in spite of everything and it
creates a lot of discouragement. We want to
be totally new people, sweet and darling, with
SYVQIXEFSPMWQTIVJIGXP][SVOMRK[MXLYWMR
WQSSXLLEVQSR]¯=SKM&LENER

 'SQIFEGOSRXSEPPJSYVW WYTTSVXMRK]SYVWIPJSR]SYVLERHW
ERHJIIX&IKMRVYRRMRKMRTPEGIQSZMRKEPPJSYVPMQFWPMOIELSVWI
Move your limbs alternately. This exercise brings sensual, sexual,
ERHRIVZSYWW]WXIQFEPERGI'SRXMRYIJSVQMRYXIW

your body with palms facing up.) Continue for 5 minutes.

 0MI HS[R SR ]SYV FEGO ERH TYX ]SYV EVQW WXVEMKLX YT EX
90 degrees. Hold your piece of fruit in both hands. Relax the
rest of your body. Sing along with Mender of Hearts 3 by Singh
 0MI HS[R SR ]SYV FEGO ERH GSQI MRXS 7XVIXGL 4SWI 6EMWI Kaur. Your body will go through heavy changes during this. Stay
your head and heels six inches off the ground, with your palms relaxed and open up your hear t. Continue for 8 minutes.
JEGMRKHS[R ½RKIVWXSKIXLIV ERHLERHWVIEGLMRKXS[EVHW]SYV  7PS[P] VMWI YT MRXS )EW] 4SWI [MXL ]SYV EVQW I\XIRHIH
JIIXEFSZIXLIFSH] =SYGERWYTTSVX]SYVPS[IVFEGOF]TPEGMRK out in front of you, still holding your fruit. Keep your arms
your hands palms down under your hips if necessary. Do Breath WXVEMKLX 'SRXMRYI WMRKMRK EW ]SY SJJIV ]SYV JVYMX EWOMRK, the
of Fire2 for 2 minutes. Then inhale, exhale, and relax.
9RORS[RXSFIWXS[MXWLIEPMRKIRIVK]'SRGIRXVEXISR]SYV
 'SQI MRXS &EF] 4SWI ERH RET 7MXXMRK SR ]SYV LIIPW prayer. Continue for 2 minutes.
bring your forehead to the floor and your arms alongside 11. Eat your fruit.
2 Continuous rapid nostril breathing, two to three breaths per second,
while pulling the navel point in on the exhale and relaxing it on the inhale

3 Available through www.spiritvoyage.com and www.a-healing.com
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